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CENTER HOURS ARE 7:00 AM TO 5:00 PM

Mark Your May Calendar
2nd - Scholastic Book Orders Due
2nd - 6th - Teacher Appreciation Week
6th - Summer/Fall Enrollment Forms Due
13th - School Age Enrollment Forms Due
27th - No UPK
30th - CENTER CLOSED - Memorial Day

New Day Family News

Teacher Appreciation Week
Please use the
sticky notes
outside your
child’s classroom
to leave a special
note to the teachers.
Farmer’s Market

Starting May 25th, the classrooms will be
The Storino family welcomed Sophia Margaret
visiting the Farmer’s Market every
on April 7th. Weighing 7 pounds and 10 ounces,
Wednesday. Please send your child with a
Sophia joins siblings Aubrey (UPK 4) and
dollar or two to share with the classroom
Thomas (3 Year Old Room).
purchase at the market each week.
The Hanson family welcomed Cora Josephine on
April 5th. Weighing 6 pounds and 2 ounces, Cora
Notice
joins brother Connor (Toddler 1).
Please make sure you close your child’s classroom

Meet the New Day Staff
Kellee O’Neill
UPK 4 Teacher

I have had the honor and pleasure of working with the
wonderful families at New Day since 2011. My journey
started in a toddler room, working my way up to the three
and four year old classrooms. I am currently teaching in the
UPK 4 classroom, where we dance, laugh, and sing.
Teaching a creative curriculum, the children learn through
the art of play; enabling them to develop confidence,
creativity, and lifelong critical thinking skills.
When not in a classroom, I can be found exploring the
beautiful parts of the North Country with my children and
fiancé. Our favorite spot to explore is literally our backyard.
Whether we find footprints of wandering animals or neatly
constructed beaver dams, there is always something to
appreciate in nature. The hands-on opportunities that I
provide to my children are similar to my practices in the
classroom. When concentrating on the simple parts of life,
more meaningful experiences and memories are created.

door when you exit. Some doors take a little extra
tug to ensure they are closed. Thank you.

Summer/Fall Enrollment
If you will need a fulltime spot in the
Fall, then 5 days of pay will be
expected during the Summer to hold
this spot.
School Age enrollments are due by May
13th. Spots are filling up quickly.
Return your form ASAP.

Mailboxes and Cubbies
Please remember to check your child’s mailbox on a regular basis. Pictures that your child
has created would be there, also notices from
the office or the teachers. Please see the
excerpt from the parent handbook on page 2 of
the newsletter.
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Mailboxes/Cubbies
Please check your child’s mailbox before leaving each day. Pictures that your child has created would be there, also notices from the office or the teachers. Please be sure your child
always has a complete change of clothes in his/her cubby. It saves a teacher from having to
run from room to room looking for a change of clothes.

Upcoming Events
April 30th to May 1st - Zoo New York Kickoff
May 7 - Thousand Island Truck Stop - 10:00 to 2:00
May 14th - Ready, Set, Fun - Salmon Run Mall - 10:00 to 2:00
May 21st - Armed Forces Day Parade

Armed Forces Day Parade - May 21st

Come and walk with New Day in the
parade. Decorate a wagon or bike in
red/white/blue.

A sign-up
sheet is
located
outside
Office #25.
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Understanding Your Child: The

By

Jarrod Green

Young children sometimes behave in challenging or confusing ways. You may occasionally have thoughts like:
“Why does she keep pinching her brother’s nose?"
“Why does he put his snack in his hair?”
“Why does she cry when it’s time to put shoes on?”
At first glance, young children’s behaviors can be downright baffling!
Preschool teachers are taught that all behavior is communication and we are trained to
observe, document, and analyze children’s behavior to understand what they are “telling”
us. With a few tips, you too can start observing your child’s behavior like a pro.
Looking for patterns
Any behavior that occurs over and over is happening for a reason. If you can find the pattern in the behavior, you can figure out how to stop it.
The first step is simply to write down what happens. At first it feels weird, right after
your child puts a gummi bear up his nose, to pull out a pad of paper and write it down.
The problem is, our memories are terrible. Simply making a note of what happened can
help you see patterns you may not notice otherwise.
A few years ago the children in my classroom were getting into too many fights. I didn’t
know why, so I started writing the incidents down. At the end of three days I looked at my
notes and saw “9:20, fight over Legos; 9:50, fight over Legos; 10:00, fight over Legos...” I
didn’t have a problem with fights in my classroom; I had a problem with fights at the Lego
table! Once I saw the pattern, I could make a change to improve things. I brought in twice
as many Legos and put them at a bigger table. Ninety percent of the fighting stopped
right there!
Whatever the challenging behavior is, just start writing it down. You might be amazed
what you find.
The ABCs of behavior
To up your game from simple note taking, try what teachers call the “AntecedentBehavior-Consequence” model—or simply ABC for short. Don’t let the big words put you
off. Antecedentjust means “what happened right before,” behavior means “what happened,” and consequencemeans “what happened right after.” Basically, ABC means
don’t just write down what happened—write down what happened
right before and after too.
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The antecedent is whatever was going on around your child right before she, say,
dumped her milk on the couch—again. Was she getting ready for school? Listening to
music? Perhaps it was when you left the room to get her teddy bear or told her to put her
shoes on. Simple stuff, right? But such observations can be a gold mine for figuring out
what’s causing a behavior.
I worked with a family who said their 28-month-old would “start screaming, all the time,
for no reason.” But after a few days of writing down the ABCs, the parents realized that
their son started screaming only if he was left alone in a room—a pattern they hadn’t noticed before. Armed with this knowledge, they would tell him, “I’m going to go to the bedroom to get a sweater and come right back. Do you want to come with me, or wait here?”
Over a few days the screaming all but stopped.
The consequence is whatever happened right after the child spread jam on the wall. Did
you yell at him, and he cried? Did you send him to his room and when he wouldn’t go,
carry him up and close the door? Or did you tell him that’s not okay, help him clean the
wall, then read a book together? The consequence is often more emotional to write down
than the antecedent but just as important to finding the pattern.
A teacher I know once worked with a child who frequently dumped milk or juice on his
clothes at snack and lunch time. Once she started writing down the ABCs, she realized
that every time the child did this, several teachers would rush to his side, talking to him
and cleaning him lovingly. The teacher guessed that the behavior was a bid for attention
and care in a crowded classroom. She started giving him more attention when he behaved appropriately, and gave only minimal attention when he dumped his juice. The
negative behavior disappeared in a week.
Write it down!
Some teachers seek graduate degrees just to refine their observational skills, but you’ve
got the bones of it right here. When you’re stuck with your child’s challenging behavior,
write it down, along with what happened right before and what happened right after.
When you see a pattern, you can work on changing it.
This method is incredibly simple, but surprisingly tricky—the first time you do it, it’ll feel
really weird. But I promise it gets easier and the payoffs can be huge. That teacher you
secretly call “the toddler whisperer”? She started off right where you are. With a little observation and a few notes, you’ll start understanding what’s going on in your child’s
head—and things will get a little bit easier.

Jarrod Green is a preschool teacher, college instructor, and child behavior consultant in Philadelphia, PA. His
work focuses on helping children, families, and teachers work together to meet everyone's needs. For more
information and articles by the author, visit his website at http://jarrodgreen.net

